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Board of Directors

NewsWerks is a publication of Iowa Chapter BMW CCA,
and is in no way associated with BMW AG. The contents
featured herein shall remain the property of the chapter.
This publication is produced six times a year, and is available on our website or is mailed to our members who requested it. The ideas, suggestions, and opinions expressed
in this publication are solely those of the chapter and/or its
members.
Please submit material suitable for publication to the Newsletter Editor at the email address above.

National Office
BMW CCA National Office
2350 Highway 101 S.
Greer, SC 29651
Or email to: questions@bmwcca.org
Website: BMWCCA.org
1-800-878-9292
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As I write this, we’ve just had our first significant snow of the year, and the roads are white with salt. As a
result, my garage is now in winter/snow removal mode, as pictured.

Before the Supra ended up under the cover, it made it out to our Fall Colors tour, which helped to get it
over the needed break-in mileage, not quite reaching 1500 miles total before ending up on the lift.
Even if you are taking your car off the road for the season, the chapter has activities planned for the cold
and salty months here in Iowa. After the annual planning meeting that took place in November, we’ve got
tech sessions lined up for January and February. Two of our members are also planning to open their
home on the 24 Hours of Daytona weekend for a chili feed! See elsewhere in the newsletter or check our
website at www.bmwia.org for additional details.
On to some personal misfortune, the X3 is going off to the body shop sometime in the near future,
scheduling and supply chain issues permitting. BMW brakes served quite well when someone slowed to
make a left turn through the median in front of me on Interstate 380. The brakes on the pickup truck behind
me, not so much. Damage is relatively light, and the car is still driveable and at least sounds wind tight,
but some sheet metal work is going to be required. Be careful out there everyone!

Cover shot: Spring Drive to the Airpower Museum, Blakesburg, IA. Photo by Chris Kjellmark.
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24 Hours of Daytona Watch Party/Chili Cook-Off
Sunday, January 30, 11:00 AM
by Alison Bell
January 29-30 starts the 2022 IMSA endurance racing season and BMW's
brand-new M4 GT3 looks to be super competitive. Classes have changed
a little this year, and now Turner Motorsport will be competing against the
RLL Team BMW.
To help celebrate the launch of the M4 GT3, we've decided to again host
a 24 Hours of Daytona watch party, with a chili cook-off component.
We'll meet at 11:00am at Chris Riester and Alison Bell's home to watch
the last couple hours of the race, which are always exciting, as well as
sample chili recipes. Bring your chili "A game" or bring a side or dessert
to share with the group. Prizes of unspeakable value may be awarded
for chili winners.
For location address, please message
alisonbell@bmwia.org.
_______________________________________________________________________

After November’s Petit Le Mans race completed the 2021 season, a new chapter in BMW IMSA racing
will open in 2022 with BMW Team RLL running the new M4 GTD, racing in the GTD Pro series.
After two Rolex 24 victories in Daytona and five IMSA series class wins, the farewell race of the MOTUL
BMW M8 GTE added the 26th podium finish and a pole position to the history books. At Petit Le Mans,
the final race of the season in the IMSA WeatherTech Sports Car Championship at Road Atlanta, Jesse
Krohn (FIN) put the #24 MOTUL BMW M8 GTE on pole position in class and led the field into the last
race of the GTLM era. The #24 car with drivers Krohn/Edwards/Farfus finished on the podium in 3rd
place behind both WeatherTech Porsche 911 RSRs. For the season, the BMW cars #24 and #25
finished 4th & 5th respectively in the GTLM category.

Want to see your car on the cover of NewsWerks?
Or perhaps your first car featured as the Wayback Machine?
Send us that beauty shot of your (first or otherwise) ride, and it just may become a model of the month! Email picture
files (any standard picture format) with a short description of the car and salient features of the photo to Becky at
newsletter@bmwia.org.
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Winter Tech Sessions
by David Trachtenberg
Don't miss our upcoming winter tech sessions!

The first one is on Saturday, January 22nd at 9am. Join us at Tint World---3970 NW Urbandale Drive
in Urbandale.
Shirley Macleod, the owner, will give us a tour of their facility and show us all of their products, including
window tint, protection film, vehicle wraps, ceramic coating, audio/electronics, etc.
Since 1982, Tint World® has provided high-quality window tinting and vehicle accessories to people who
love their cars. With a wide selection of automotive products and services, clean, attractive facilities, and
superior customer service, Tint World® has become America's favorite place for automotive and marine
styling, along with residential and commercial window film services.

Our second tech session will be on Saturday February 26th at 9am. This tech session will be at Joey's
Auto Shop--5875 Fleur Drive/across from the Des Moines Airport.
Joey's Auto Shop opened in April of 2012 by owner, Joey Tessman. With an emphasis on quality repairs
and customer satisfaction, the success of the shop has allowed expansion in 2019.
Joey's prides itself on providing A+ service and they let their customer's reviews speak for themselves.
While there is always a chance of the unknown in a car repair, they provide their customers with
transparent pricing and communication from start to finish. Their service is what sets them apart and they
strive every day to be the best mechanic in Des Moines. Joey's specializes in European cars. The
owner, Joey Tessman will give us a tour of his facility and talk about the work they can do on BMW's.
Hope to see you at these events.
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O’Fest Forever
by David Brighton
It started off with a few phone calls between Jeff Goman and me about a caravan to Hilton Head for the
first O’fest Forever. The last time we caravanned together was to Colorado in 2002, where a large
contingent of BMW folks from the Midwest gathered in Omaha in order to dash over the plains of Nebraska
to our final destination in the mountains of Colorado.
This time, it turned out to be just the Goman’s and Brighton’s. With Halloween throwing a wrench into the
pie, (both families needing to Trick or Treat with the grandchildren), we decided to leave on Monday
morning and meet up near St. Louis, but the timing was off, and we met at our overnight stop in Clarksville,
Tennessee.
After an overnight stop in Clarksville, the plan was to make one sightseeing stop at Ruby Falls Cave near
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Following a two hour stop, Becky and I continued to follow the rear end of a
white BMW X5 through the hills and valleys of Tennessee, Georgia and South Carolina.
We arrived late at Hilton Head Island, but could tell even at that late hour, the destination and Sonesta
Resort set on the beaches of the Atlantic Ocean was going to be spectacular.
Check in would begin at noon on Wednesday, but the parking
lot on Wednesday morning was packed with BMW’s of all ages,
from vintage to brand new loaners from BMW NA. Just like
many O’Fest’s of the past, many members just hung around
outside in the parking lot to renew friendships, many washing
the road grime from the voyage at Griot’s Car Wash, and to get
a good look at the marvelous representation of the German
machinery making its way to the gathering.
With the new version of O’Fest Forever, the event is designed
to be more laid back, with more free time and less planned
events. Wednesday consisted of tech talks by Michelin and
MOTUL during the afternoon and the Welcome Dinner with a
Caddyshack theme in the evening held outside in the Pavilion
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean.
Thursday consisted
of the car control
clinic, the TSD rally,
self-guided driving tours through historic South Carolina
followed by a social hour and presentation from Jackie Jouret
on a partial history of BMW.
Friday started out with cooler than normal temperatures, which
eventually turned to rain, so the autocross, and car show were
not very pleasant. Many joined in a sight-seeing and shopping
adventure via a tour bus.
With record breaking rainfall occurring, a tough decision was
made to move the Legends of the Autobahn event to Sunday,
so the only event occurring on Saturday was the Final Gala
featuring guest speakers Tom Plucinsky of BMW NA and BMW
racing legend Bill Auberlin.

(Continued next page)
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Unfortunately, many attendees had to leave on Sunday morning, but
the Legends of the Autobahn was held at Port Golf Club in
conjunction with the Hilton Head Island Concours, which is a very
highly regarded Concours with many truly amazing entries. The
featured marque this year was Jaguar, with many folks dressed in
period correct costumes.
If you could not attend this year’s O’Fest Forever, we hope to see
you next year in Palm Springs, California at a spectacular venue
located near the BMW Performance Driving School in Thermal.

Planning Meeting Recap
The planning meeting was held both in person and virtually with many ideas discussed. Here is the list
that made the cut. The board is always looking for members who would like to help in the planning or
execution of any of these events.
January 22 - Tech Session in Urbandale
January 30 – 24 Hours of Daytona Watch Party/Chili Cook-Off in Johnston
February 26 - Tech Session in Des Moines
March -- Spring Drive
April –Tire Rack Street Survival in central Iowa; MX1 weekend in Greer, NC
May – Annual Picnic/Annual Dinner and Awards Banquet
June -- Photo Rally
July – Food Truck Park cruise (Ames); other local cruise opportunities; Urbandale 4th of July
Celebration Car show; maybe Vinton Cruise
August 28 – Iowa Cubs Baseball Game in Des Moines
September 11 -- Des Moines Concours; Regional event in Minneapolis area
September 28-October 2 – O’Fest Forever in Palm Springs, CA
October—Tire Rack Street Survival in central Iowa; Fall Colors Drive
November – Annual Planning Meeting; Tech session
December – Holiday lights/dinner

NewsWerks Delivery
The vast majority of our members have been receiving their NewsWerks electronically-only for the last
year. If you prefer to receive a paper copy by mail for the next 12 months of issues, please mail a $20
check, made out to Iowa Chapter BMW CCA, to Iowa Chapter BMW CCA, PO Box 42113, Urbandale,
IA 50323. (The $20 is to cover our chapter’s printing and mailing costs, which are no longer paid to
chapters out of member dues.) We will then start your subscription with the next newsletter.

Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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Christmas Lights Tour
By Rick Talbot
This year, in a bit of a change from previous years, the Iowa Chapter’s Fred Bell and Rick Talbot organized
a tour of various neighborhoods’ holiday light displays. On Saturday evening, Dec. 4, members met at
BMW of Des Moines for introductions, the requisite route instructions and waiver signing. Fred also mentioned that BMW of Des Moines was sponsoring a local family for the holidays and all were invited to take
a tag from the Christmas tree and provide an appropriate wrapped present for the family member mentioned on the tag by December 16. Rick Talbot had previously stopped by the dealership and “donated” the
first club member gift under the tree.

The route was not a “procession” and while participants
were provided with “route instructions,” all were free to
deviate and see any sights that interested them. Chosen route neighborhoods: Des Moines Beaverdale
(Ashby) and Waterbury neighborhoods and West Des Moines areas of Valley Junction and Ashworth
Road.
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Following about an hour and a half route, all convened at Steamboat Boys BBQ on 114th Street in Clive
to socialize and enjoy their favorite dinner items. As it turned out, having a large screen television in the
group’s separate dining room for the Big 10 Championship football game…was not a particularly
enjoyable amenity…as the Hawkeyes got clobbered by Michigan in a 42-3 game. All left before halftime
when it was already looking sad at 14-3.
Thanks to Fred Bell for doing the lion’s share of the event organization with a significant assist by
Rick Talbot.
Participants enjoyed the different approach to viewing holiday lights this year but let your board members
know of any other ideas for next year’s holiday lights drive. Here’s hoping all had Happy Holidays!

Attention -The Membership Chair Needs 1 Member!!
The Iowa Chapter is looking for a new at-large member for the board of directors to serve as Membership
Chair. This is a position you can make your own with new outreach ideas to both enhance current
members’ involvement and entice new members to our club.
Please contact Chapter President Mike Myers at president@bmwia.org to ask any questions or express
your interest in this position.

Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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The Long Hot Summer
By Claude Berman
After making a pathetic stab at autocross early in the summer, I realized the few items still on my to-do list
are essential for the sport. At least that’s the excuse I made to stop doing it until next spring after doing
them over the winter.
Now I can’t work in the heat but between June and November, I managed to add $2k to my vastly underwater Bimmer project which now stands at an incredible $18k. But it’s been fun and kept me busy through
the dark days of the pandemic. And, over-riding all is, well, the ride. It’s a blast to drive hard and scoot
around in. It may have a small engine, but it doesn’t know that.
One thing I realized, this car is never going to be restored to Concours
level, so I might as well give up on keeping it ‘original’ and just customize
the thing until the cows come home. So, I always hated the taninrot (tannin red) color interior, and my seats were shot anyway, so I decided to
change the interior to white. Yes, white in a convertible. It may not be the
best choice maintenance wise. But since I love fondling her, I’ll happily
apply leather cleaner and preservatives whenever she requires it.
But the seats aren’t the only leather to deal with. The doors have inserts
and, of course the shift and e-brake boots must match. I like the effect,
and at $400 for the covers from Lseat.com and $600 installation at Iowa
Top, I think it was well worth it. The only white boots I found came from
the UK, although Redline took a stab at the e-brake boot, it just doesn’t
fit well.
Since the mats where shot, Australia-based FitMyCar.com sent me new
ones for $79 shipped. I specified black with white (yes white) trim and
was relieved to find on arrival that the trim is a cleanable rubberized material
So that accounts for about half the investment this summer. The other
projects were mostly cosmetic. I’ve always liked women in combat boots,
the contrast is striking. So, unable to justify the expense of new wheels,
I rattle-can spray painted the silver wheels black and added magnetic
stone guards.
My calipers have
faded red paint. I
was going to strip
them and change
their color to blue when I did the wheels but the heat
discouraged me. And, by the way, early in the summer, I wasted hours cleaning the wheels with various cleaners. For the wheel painting job, I used
Sonax and realized I could have saved a good three
hours had I used it in the first place.
So, to-dos for the winter which will enable another stab at autocross:
1.Rear trailing arm bushings and sub-frame bushing. This is a big PITA, but I’ve got to do it.
2.Motor mounts, transmission mounts, driveshaft guibo, and (probably) driveshaft center bearing.
3.Ties rod ends and alignment (prophylactically) since I replaced all other wearable components in the
suspension. Note: DIY alignment requires a $70 tool.
Wish list (as finances allow and don’t tell Nan): Dent repair (hundreds) and a paint job (thousands). A new/
used deck lid as a previous owner drilled holes for a spoiler.
(Continued next page)
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Interesting discovery: Most stuff under the car can be done on jack stands, albeit uncomfortably. But I
discovered a non-profit in Des Moines called Area515 The Des Moines Maker Space. For $40/month the
organization offers a place to work with a lift and one can start and stop membership repeatedly (as
needed). The rear end suspension will take days for me to do, and I wouldn’t want to try and tie up their lift
that long, but I can see jobs down the road such as a clutch job where a lift would be essential. They
support all kinds of crafts and trades, including, for example, a kiln.

Fuel Pumps and Special Tools
By Bryan McCoy
I have struggled with BMW fuel pumps in a variety of ways. The answer to this struggle, of course, is to
buy a new tool.
One struggle has been getting the locking ring on top of the fuel tank off and back on tight enough to
prevent fuel leakage when the tank is full. Under the back seat of the sedan is a rubber mat and an access
panel to the fuel tank on both sides of the driveshaft tunnel. The fuel tank is actually two wells with a
section that goes over the hump. There is a fuel gauge sender in each side, wired in series so no matter
which side has more fuel the reading on the dash is accurate. The fuel pump typically lives only on the
passenger side of the tank. There is a cute trick they do with the return fuel flow from the engine to
passively pump the fuel over the hump to the passenger side where the electric fuel pump can deliver it to
the engine. This trick is to have the return fuel line squirt into a trumpet bell-shaped funnel and tube. The
returning fuel is anything not used in the engine, and comes back in a larger hose than the pressure side.
The pressure side has something close to fifty PSI. The return pressure is lower, but this stream
encourages all the fuel around this stream to be carried into the funnel and over the hump to the pump
side. Like all things, this works great except when it doesn’t. Some of the folks who track their cars
aggressively have noticed that on a hard right turn all the fuel will sweep over to the drivers side, starving
the pump of fuel. There can be a short time when the car literally runs out of fuel with as much as a half a
tank of fuel remaining. The good news is both sides of the tank access are identical. A second pump can
be placed on the drivers side, and all the fuel lines can have a T fitting installed.
Back to the new tool… The tool I purchased is a Fuel Pump Lock Ring
Tool. I got in from ECS Tuning. Most of the YouTube videos talk about a
screw driver or punch against the small ears on the locking ring. The
problem is, this area is always full of dirt and hard to clean because of
limited access. The lock ring tool applies pressure to all the little ears on
the ring at the same time using a half inch drive breaker bar. This is far
better than beating the stuffing out of one little ear at a time to turn the ring.
The locking ring has to be turned almost a
full rotation before it actually frees up and
turns easily.
That can be a lot of
hammering on the little ears on the ring.
Once you get the locking ring off, cleaning
out the dirt and adding grease to the
threads and the face of the ring makes
putting it back on and getting it tight MUCH
easier.
The last fuel pump I had to change was in a car that had been setting a
while. The gas smelled like varnish and there was no fuel to the engine.
I measured the voltage at the top of the tank to make sure the fuse and fuel
pump relay were working correctly. Then I opened the tank and pulled out
the pump. That is when things got really messy. There was thick varnish
coating the entire outside of the pump. There was sticky goo in the nurse
(Continued next page)
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tank. A nurse tank is the little container that the pump
lives in which always keeps fuel around the pump while
you are driving enthusiastically. There is a primary filter
at the bottom of the pump. It was also coated with goo.
You can pull off the primary filter and see the pump
impeller. I couldn’t turn the impeller with a probe, so I
cut the pump open to see what there was to see. The
impeller was just frozen in place with goo. I cleaned the
goo, reassembled the pump with JB Weld and stuck it
back in the car as a temporary test. After I had done the
preliminary checks on the engine, the car started and
ran well, so new (unexplainably expensive) parts were
justified. JB Weld will not stand up to continuous
immersion in gasoline, but it held together long enough
for the new pump to arrive.
In the older vehicles, the fuel pumps last between 100
and 150 thousand miles. When the fuel pump fails, the
car doesn’t run. There are no predictive symptoms.
Often when the pump fails, it isn’t necessarily while driving on the road. The fuel pump often fails when
you try to start it. The failure mechanism is the brushes on the motor are no longer making contact. The
brushes simply wear out and get too short to do their job. Very similar failures happen with the alternator
and the starter. The brushes are a wear item. They get shorter and shorter until they no longer reliably
touch the rotating part called the commutator. When you have a high mileage car with the original fuel
pump and are at the grocery store with groceries in the back, crawling under the car and tapping the bottom
of the tank may jiggle the brushes just enough to get them to make contact and the car will start. Usually
the pump will remain operational long enough to get you home. A second attempt at banging on the bottom
of the tank and attempting a second trip is futile. Consider yourself lucky to have gotten the ice cream to
the freezer.
As long as we are talking brush wear, the starter and the alternator can have the same short lived
resurrection. If your car won’t start but the battery is good, tapping on the starter will settle the brushes
and allow one or two more starts. The other day I helped change a starter for a friend. He told me that he
could hit the alternator with a hammer and the car would start. “Why did you hit the alternator,” I asked?
“Because I am Bosnian,” he responded with a broad grin. Apparently, you don’t have to hit the starter
directly. This ‘impact repair’ is a positive diagnosis that you either respectively need a new starter or a new
fuel pump. The alternator is a bit more stealthy on its failure mode. When the engine is running, the
vibration will jiggle the brushes so they mostly keep working. The alternator will put out some amps, but
not all the amps necessary. You may notice slow cranking, dim lights, or need to get a jump. Only a hard
alternator failure typically lights the Alternator/ Battery dash light. These symptoms indicate the alternator
is not keeping up with the load and not recharging the battery fully. It is time for a replacement. Too often
you have already condemned the battery as failing and have replaced it without getting it tested. The new
battery can buy you another couple weeks before the true failed alternator is identified. When your
charging system is acting quirky, a load test of the alternator and battery will identify the weak part. Some
of the big box auto parts stores will test these parts for you for free, but you have to take them off the
vehicle for the tests. You also need to attempt to charge the battery before you have it tested. If you just
pull the battery out of the car that has a failed alternator it will act like the discharged battery that it is and
the store clerk will tell you it is dead.
If you enjoy driving and working on these high mileage ultimate driving machines like I do, it sure helps to
have a few spare cars in the fleet so you don’t have to depend on any single one. I was up to twelve there
once, but now I am back down to only one or two depending on if my wife wants to count the mostly
dedicated track car. And remember, don’t drive like my brother, (boy I miss those guys…) or my neighbor,
who by the way just got a nice E46 and loves it, after hating it.. Obviously another story there.
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The (Member) Wayback Machine
(hat tip to Joe Chamberlain of Roundel magazine)

Roger Sitterly’s first car, a 1965 Austin-Healey Sprite, driven 1966-1972. Picture taken in June 1967,
as Roger prepared to head home after college graduation.
Roger says: After I started college, my younger brother somehow managed to con our father into buying
this car new. Our father was about 6-foot three, and weighed around 200, so for him it was a REALLY
tight fit to get behind the wheel. My brother’s unstated goal (admitted years later) was that Dad would
drive the Sprite until my younger brother graduated from college, at which point Dad would need a new
car and younger brother would gently suggest that the Sprite would be an excellent graduation gift.
I was oblivious to all this when I spent a term break at home in early April 1966. By then, Dad had lost
all enthusiasm for the Sprite - it was "too damned small", he couldn't get his golf clubs in the trunk, it was
a drafty ride in winter even with the optional removable hardtop, and worst of all, his favorite car
mechanic didn't speak Whitworth or SU and didn't have any tools with which to work on the car over and
above an oil and filter change. The dealer was even worse (at least according to Dad). Therefore, Mom
and Dad had decided to park the Sprite and Dad had bought a Chevy wagon. While I was home for that
10-day stretch, they signed the Sprite over to me, and they paid for my first year's plates and insurance.
Thus, I spent my junior and senior years on campus with a sports car. Fortunately, there was a good
British car mechanic in the village where the college was located, and I could get the car serviced. In
addition, I had a friend on campus who had owned a TR-2, for which he'd completely rebuilt the engine.
From him I learned how to tune and balance a pair of SU carbs with only a normal bladed screwdriver
and the cardboard tube from a roll of paper towels. When you're a college student, you don't have
enough spare cash to buy the proper tools, so innovation is the name of the game.
In addition, I learned about the drive-shaft U-joint that lived in the transmission tunnel just aft of the shift
lever. It needed fresh grease every 15,000 miles. Because the tunnel had a solid steel plate welded on
the underside from front to back, the U-joint was accessible only by removing the driver’s seat, pulling
an inspection plug in the side of the transmission tunnel, and greasing the Zerk fitting IF it was visible.
If not, several more steps needed to turn the driveshaft until the Zerk was visible, then grease it and
reassemble the car. Final step: be glad you've got another 15,000 miles before you need to do it again.
And yes, I also have my own set of Lucas horror stories as well. On top of which, I still have the
Whitworth wrenches and the SU carb tool kit I bought back then, though they're only museum stock now.
My brother didn't fare too badly in the end. He received as his graduation gift the 1966 VW Beetle Mom
had been driving to/from work for three years.
Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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New Members

John Feehan

Bettendorf

Shane Micheal Guyer
Des Moines
Stephanie Dermody

Norwalk

Thanks to the sponsors of the 2021 Annual Meeting!
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Iowa Chapter BMW CCA
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Spring Drive to the Hemken Collection, Williams, IA. Photo by Chris Kjellmark.

